Abstract This paper outlines the concepts and achievements of our evaluation lab on digital text forensics, PAN 13, which called for original research and development on plagiarism detection, author identification, and author profiling. We present a standardized evaluation framework for each of the three tasks and discuss the evaluation results of the altogether 58 submitted contributions. For the first time, instead of accepting the output of software runs, we collected the softwares themselves and run them on a computer cluster at our site. As evaluation and experimentation platform we use TIRA, which is being developed at the Webis Group in Weimar. TIRA can handle large-scale software submissions by means of virtualization, sandboxed execution, tailored unit testing, and staged submission. In addition to the achieved evaluation results, a major achievement of our lab is that we now have the largest collection of state-of-the-art approaches with regard to the mentioned tasks for further analysis at our disposal.
Introduction
Nowadays, people increasingly share their work online, contribute to open projects and engage in web-based social interactions. The ease and the anonymity with which all of this can be done raises concerns about verifiability and trust: is a given text an original? Is an author the one who she claims to be? Does a piece of information originate from a trusted source? Answers to these and similar questions are crucial in order to deal with and rely on information obtained online, while the scale at which answers should be given calls for an automatic means. Specific tasks that address these questions include plagiarism detection, author identification, and author profiling, whereas tackling them requires expertise from diverse areas such as text forensics, computer linguistics, machine learning, and information retrieval, rendering research on these tasks a challenge.
Besides expertise, the research and development of solutions to these tasks is clearly limited due to the absence of representative evaluation resources and solid implementations of state-of-the-art approaches [18] . Moreover, researchers frequently lack the time and budget to acquire these resources themselves while researching their own approach. As a consequence, evaluations are often performed in an ad hoc manner, and only the data and approaches that are easily accessible are used to evaluate a new ideaa fact that impedes the comparability of published evaluation results significantly. This undesirable development can be mitigated by the development of standardized benchmarks and evaluation frameworks: in case of a widespread adoption by the community, individual researchers can compare their approaches independently, simply by following the evaluation guidelines of a given framework. However, the effort to develop and spread standardized evaluation frameworks is considerable, so that such frameworks emerge typically only for very popular tasks, whereas for the less studied tasks the quality depends on individual initiatives. To foster such initiatives, evaluation conferences are organized in order to bring together the stakeholders of a given task in the form of labs, where some develop a new evaluation framework, and others team up to develop approaches that are run against such a framework.
The typical modus operandi of such evaluation conferences can be summarized as follows: the organizers of a lab hand out a data set of instances of a task's underlying problem, which are downloaded and processed by the participants. They in turn compute and submit sets of solutions (so-called runs) to the problem instances, which are then evaluated by the organizers against an undisclosed gold standard of solutions. Beforehand, the organizers often hand out data sets comparable to the test data for training and development purposes. This process minimizes the "interface" between participants and organizers since they only need to agree on data formats. As a result, the evaluation resources provided by the task organizers may be used by other researchers later on, in order to compare their approaches against those of a lab's participants.
While organizing a lab this way requires least effort of all involved parties, there are also downsides with this approach: participants are not incentivized to publish their software, i.e., after the lab has passed other data sets cannot be evaluated by members of the community, and, the exact steps of how the participants obtained their results cannot be traced unless their approach is reimplemented. Taking into account that (1) even the best researchers make errors (including lab organizers), (2) devising an evaluation framework is a difficult engineering task, and (3) evaluation methodology evolves at rapid pace, the "classical" lab organization approach lacks long-term sustainability and reproducibility in first place.
In this paper we show how these shortcomings can be addressed in the context of digital text forensics: our contributions include the large-scale evaluation of 19 plagiarism detectors, 18 author identifiers, and 21 author profilers. Unlike traditional labs we do not collect software runs (outputs) but the softwares themselves, and evaluate them at our site. Our evaluation lab is the first that entirely switches to software submissions instead of run submissions. For this purpose we develop the TIRA experimentation platform, which facilitates such kinds of evaluations so that few staff can conduct the evaluation part-time. The outcome of our evaluation is not only a table of performance values and a data set, but also a collection of state-of-the-art implementations of a diversity of approaches to the three tasks. Given their original authors' consent, they can be readily used (via the web frontend of TIRA) by the community for comparison purposes, even on different data sets.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: after a brief discussion of related work, the Sections 2, 3, and 4 present insights into the evaluation results obtained for plagiarism detection, author identification, and author profiling respectively. Section 5 details our evaluation setup that handles the software submissions, and Section 6 draws conclusions.
Related Work
Before going into details, we review related work on evaluating plagiarism detectors, author identifiers, and author profilers, as well as related online evaluation platforms.
Plagiarism Detection In recent years, the evaluation of plagiarism and text reuse detectors has been studied in the context of the PAN evaluation labs that have been organized annually since 2009. For the purpose of these labs, we developed the first standardized evaluation framework which comprises a series of corpora of (semi-)automatically generated plagiarism as well as detection performance measures [43] . 1 During the first three editions of the lab, a total of 43 plagiarism detectors have been evaluated using this framework [41, 42, 44] . The two recent editions refocused on specific sub-problems of plagiarism detection, namely source retrieval and text alignment. This also included the development of new corpora for these problems. Instead of again applying a semiautomatic approach to corpus construction, a large corpus of manually generated plagiarism has been crowdsourced in order to increase the level of realism [48] . This corpus comprises 297 essays of about 5000 words length, written by professional writers. In this regard the writers were given a set of topics to choose from along with two more technical rules: (1) to use the ChatNoir search engine [46] to research their topic of choice, and (2) to reuse text passages from retrieved web pages in order to compose their essay. The resulting essays represent the to-date largest corpus of realistic text reuse cases available, and they have been employed to evaluate another 33 plagiarism detectors in the past two labs [45, 47] . Besides the mentioned corpora, there are two other ones that comprise text reuse, namely the Meter corpus [9] and the Clough09 corpus [8] . The former contains 445 cases of text reuse among 1716 news articles, whereas the latter contains 57 short cases of manually generated plagiarism. To the best of our knowledge, these corpora have not yet been used in a large-scale evaluation of text reuse or plagiarism detectors.
Author Identification Author identification has many possible settings. Previous competitions on this task focused on closed-set and open-set classification problems with multiple candidate authors [2, 25, 26] . The evaluation corpora comprised a set of problems of similar form, i.e., a number of texts from a set of known authors and a number of texts of unknown authorship; the evaluation measures included traditional information retrieval measures such as micro-and macro-averaged accuracy, precision, recall and F 1 . Author verification has been studied in the framework of the PAN 11 lab [2] . In contrast to our lab's setting, each problem comprised multiple test texts. Therefore, precision, recall, and F 1 per author (problem) were used for the evaluation of the participant methods. Accuracy and macro-average F 1 were also used in the evaluation of the well-known "unmasking" method [29] . In a recent work, Koppel and Winter [27] studied a similar problem where, given a pair of documents, the question is whether or not they are written by the same person. In addition to accuracy, they use recall-precision curves to provide a more complete picture of the performance of the examined models. Taking into account the nature of the practical applications involved with the task of author verification, it is crucial to estimate the ability of the attribution models to assign high confidence scores to their correct answers.
Author Profiling Our lab is the first to offer author profiling as an evaluation task. Therefore we review previous evaluations and data sets, where classification accuracy has been used in almost all cases as a performance measure. Pennebaker et al. [40] connected language use with personality traits, studying how the variation of linguistic characteristics in a text can provide information regarding gender and age of its author. Argamon et al. [3] analyzed formal written texts extracted from the British National Corpus, combining function words with part-of-speech features, and achieved approximately 80% accuracy in gender prediction. Other research investigated how to obtain age and gender information from formal texts [22, 7] . With the rise of the social media, Koppel et al. [28] built a dataset of blog posts and studied the problem of automatically determining an author's gender based on proposing combinations of simple lexical and syntactic features, also achieving approximately 80% accuracy. Schler et al. [51] collected more than 71,000 blog posts and used a set of stylistic features such as non-dictionary words, parts-of-speech, function words and hyperlinks, combined with content features, such as word unigrams with the highest information gain. They also obtained an accuracy of about 80% for gender identification, and about 75% for age identification. Goswami et al. [20] added some new features to Schler's work, such as slang words and the average length of sentences, improving accuracy to 80.3% in age group detection and to 89.2% in gender detection. Peersman et al. [38] compiled a dataset for the purpose of gender and age prediction from Netlog. 2 Studying short texts, Zhang and Zhang [58] experimented with segments of blog posts and obtained 72.1% accuracy for gender prediction. Similarly, Nguyen et al. [35] studied the use of language and age among Dutch Twitter users. They modelled age as a continuous variable (as they had previously done in [36] ), and used a prediction approach based on logistic regression. They also measured the effect of gender in the performance of age detection, considering both variables as interdependent, and achieved correlations of up to 0.74 and mean absolute errors between 4.1 and 6.8 years.
Online Evaluation Platforms Based on our previous work in developing the TIRA experimentation framework [17, 18, 19] , we revisit and update the related work. Our assessment of existing frameworks is based on the needs for local instantiation, web dissemination, platform independence, result retrieval, and peer to peer collaboration; Table 1 gives an overview. (1) The need for local instantiation arises from the fact that data may be kept confidential-i.e., the framework must be able to reside with the data instead of the other way around. External researchers then can use the service for comparison and evaluation of their own research hypotheses, whilst the experiment provider is in full control of the experiment resources. Apart from TIRA, this goal is currently only achieved by TunedIT. (2) Web dissemination is another important factor when developing an experimentation framework since it allows researchers to link the Table 1 . Assessment of existing experimentation frameworks with respect to our five proposed design goals (1) local instantiation, (2) web dissemination, (3) platform independence, (4) result retrieval, and (5) peer to peer collaboration. The top six tools are non-commercial, developed out of universities, the bottom four are commercial ones. Webresults in a paper with the experiment service used to produce them. Especially for standard preprocessing tasks or evaluations on private data, such a web service can become a frequently cited resource. However, not all frameworks currently pursue this goal. For example, Kaggle and TopCoder target commercial customers who typically refrain from sharing their assets, whereas Google Code Jam currently targets only scholars by organizing one-time competitions for education purposes. (3) The sophisticated and varying platform requirements of research experiments (as well as individual coding preferences of software developers) render the development constraints imposed by an experimentation framework critical for its success. Ideally, software developers can deploy experiments as a service that is unconstrained by the underlying operating system, parallelization paradigm, programming language, or data format. Local instantiation is a key to achieve this goal. Furthermore, the framework should operate as a layer on top of the experiment software and should use, instead of close intra-process communication such as in TunedIT, standard inter-process communication on the POSIX level to exchange information. (4) For computationally expensive retrieval tasks, the maintenance of a public result repository can become a valuable asset since it allows others to reuse them. Almost all frameworks support this goal. (5) Finally, by fostering peer-topeer collaboration, a framework can drive a standardization process while maintaining a central repository of related evaluation resources. Note that currently none of the experimentation platforms implements peer-to-peer collaboration, though some have related functions.
Tool
This section briefly reports on the results of evaluating 18 plagiarism detectors that have been submitted to our evaluation lab. An extended version of this evaluation report can be found in [47] , where a more in-depth analysis of the obtained results as well as a survey of detection approaches is given. To evaluate plagiarism and text reuse detectors, we measure their performance with regard to the two tasks source retrieval and text alignment, both of which are important parts of detectors that detect plagiarism from the web [54] . In the former task, a detector retrieves likely candidates from which text may have been reused in a suspicious document. In the latter task, the suspicious document is compared to selected candidates in closer detail. In the remainder of the section, we review the evaluation resources for each task individually and present the results of using it to evaluate the submitted detectors.
Source Retrieval
In source retrieval, given a suspicious document and a web search engine, the task is to retrieve all source documents from which text has been reused whilst minimizing retrieval costs. The cost-effectiveness of plagiarism detectors in this task is important since using existing search engines is perhaps the only feasible way for researchers as well as small and medium-sized businesses to implement plagiarism detection against the web, whereas search companies charge considerable fees for automatic usage. To study this task, we employ a controlled, static web environment, which consists of a large web crawl and search engines indexing it. Using this setup, we built a large corpus of manually generated text reuse in the form of essays, which serve as suspicious documents and which are fed into a plagiarism detector. The detection results returned are evaluated using tailored performance measures derived from precision and recall as well as cost-effectiveness statistics. Before discussing the actual performances obtained, we describe each of these resources in some detail.
Evaluation Setup Evaluating source retrieval in a reproducible, yet representative manner is a difficult endeavor, since this requires a search engine that indexes a representative portion of the web in a way so that the result sets of queries do not change, even after years. Commercial search engines are under constant development, so that they do not meet this constraint. Therefore, we resort to the current most representative research search engines Indri 3 and ChatNoir [46] , which both index the ClueWeb09 corpus,web pages from the ClueWeb on demand. Besides unifying the search interfaces and result formats for the convenience of developers, all accesses to the search engines as well as the ClueWeb are logged minutely. This way, the performance of a source retrieval algorithm can be measured by analyzing the logs obtained after running it.
Evaluation Corpus As a realistic evaluation corpus we employ the Webis Text Reuse Corpus 2013 (Webis-TRC-13) [48] . The corpus has been constructed entirely manually and consists of 297 essays of about 5000 words length the contents of which have been reused from ClueWeb pages. The writers who wrote these essays were instructed to find web pages that match their respective essay's topic using the aforementioned ChatNoir search engine. If they decided to reuse a certain passage from a given web page, their instructions were to edit the reused text as thoroughly as they thought necessary to avoid detection. The modifications made include paraphrasing of the text itself as well as interleaving of reused passages from different sources. The average number of edits made on an essay is 2132.4, whereas the standard deviation is 1444.9. The average number of different sources used is 15.4, and the standard deviation 10. A subset of 40 essays of the Webis-TRC-13 was chosen as training documents, and 58 essays for testing. Based on this data, the source retrieval algorithms submitted to our lab were presented with a realistic retrieval setting, since it can be assumed that plagiarists as well as plagiarism detectors use the same search infrastructure to search for sources.
Performance Measures To assess the performance of a source retrieval algorithm, we measure its retrieval performance and the cost-effectiveness of obtaining its results. Retrieval performance is measured as precision, recall, and F 1 of retrieved sources regarding downloaded documents for a given suspicious document. The computation of precision and recall per suspicious document, however, is not straightforward, since each individual source of a given document may have a number of duplicates in the ClueWeb. These duplicates are not known a priori, so that each downloaded document has to be checked whether or not it is a duplicate of one of the sources of the suspicious document in question. If a downloaded document turns out to be a source duplicate, it is treated as a true positive detection (i.e., as if the original source had been found). However, retrieving more than one duplicate of a source document does not increase recall beyond that of retrieving just one, since no additional information is added by finding more duplicates of the same document. Conversely, retrieving more than one duplicate of a source document does not decrease precision, since they are not false positives. A detailed definition of what constitutes a source duplicate is beyond the scope of this overview, but can be found in [47] .
Cost-effectiveness is measured as average workload per suspicious document, and as average numbers of queries and downloads until the first true positive detection has been made. These statistics reveal if a source retrieval algorithm finds sources quickly, thus reducing the costs of using it. Table 2 shows the performances of the nine plagiarism detectors that implemented source retrieval. Since there is currently no formula to organize retrieval performance and cost-effectiveness into an absolute order, the detectors are ordered alphabetically, whereas the best performance value for each metric is highlighted. As can be seen, there is no single detector that performs best on all accounts. Rather, [56] achieves the best trade-off between precision and recall and therefore the best F 1 value. This detector is followed closely by that of Haggag and El-Beltagy [21] , which achieves best precision but mediocre recall, whereas the detector of Kong et al. [31] achieves best recall at the cost of poor precision. It is not easy to decide which of these detectors solves the task best, since each of them may have their justification in practice. For example, the detector of Haggag and El-Beltagy downloads only about six documents on average per suspicious document and minimizes the time to first detection. Despite the excellent trade-off of Williams et al.'s detector, it incurs the second-highest costs in terms of queries on average, which is more than thrice as much as the other mentioned detectors. Kong et al.'s detector has highest download costs, but one may argue that downloads are much cheaper than queries, and that in this task recall is more important than precision.
Evaluation Results

Text Alignment
In text alignment, given a pair of documents, the task is to identify all contiguous passages of reused text between them. The challenge with this task is to identify passages of text that have been obfuscated, sometimes to the extent that, apart from stop words, little lexical similarity remains between an original passage and its plagiarized counterpart. Consequently, for evaluators, the challenge is to provide a representative corpus of documents that emulate this situation. To study this task, we employ a similar corpus construction methodology that has been used in previous evaluations of this task, while fixing some of its deficiencies. We evaluate the performance of plagiarism detectors based on the traditionally employed measures.
Evaluation Corpus
The evaluation corpus for text alignment is also based on the aforementioned Webis-TRC-13. But instead of employing the essays of that corpus directly, pairs of documents that comprise reused passages have been constructed automatically, as was done in previous years [43] . One frequent point of criticism about automatically generating plagiarism is that it is difficult to ensure that documents between which text is plagiarized are about the same topic, so that the plagiarism could be detected simply by analyzing topic drift [48] . Using the documents that have been retrieved manually as sources for the essays of the Webis-TRC-13 as a basis for constructing plagiarism cases, however, allows us to mitigate this problem.
The corpus consists of pairs of documents about the same topic that share passages of text. These passages have been automatically obfuscated to emulate plagiarist behavior. We apply three basic obfuscation strategies, namely paraphrasing through naive random text operations and through cyclic translations, and summarization. Naive random text operations include shuffling, adding, removing, and replacing words at random while using WordNet as a source of word replacements and while optionally maintaining the original passage's part-of-speech sequence. Cyclic translations include, for example, translating a text from English to Japanese to Spanish and back to English using online translation services such as Google Translate. Summaries have been obtained by including an additional language resource from the Document Understanding Conference 2001 corpus for text summarization. 5 The corpus contains in total 1826 suspicious documents and 3169 source documents, which are grouped into 5000 pairs, so that there are 3000 pairs containing plagiarism (i.e., 1000 for each of the mentioned obfuscation strategies), 1000 containing unobfuscated plagiarism, and 1000 without plagiarism. Table 3 shows the overall performance of nine plagiarism detectors that implemented text alignment. The detailed performances of each detector with regard to different kinds of obfuscation can be found in [47] . Performances are measured using precision and recall at character level as well as granularity (i.e., how often the same plagiarism case is detected). These values are combined into the PlagDet score by dividing F 1 value of precision and recall by the granularity's logarithm. The two top-ranked detectors of Rodríguez Torrejón and Martín Ramos [49] and Kong et al. [31] achieve similar PlagDet scores, but differ in precision an recall. These detectors as well as that of Suchomel et al. [55] have been evaluated in previous years, all of which implement text alignment under the seed-and-extend paradigm: seeds, which encode positions of exact overlap between a pair of documents, are identified and then aligned into passages based on their pairwise distance. Examples for seeds include 5-grams, and stop word 8-grams [53] .
Evaluation Results
Authorship attribution is an important problem in many areas including information retrieval and computational linguistics, but also in applied areas such as law and journalism where knowing the author of a document (such as a ransom note) may be crucial to save lives. The most common framework for testing algorithms that solve this task is a closed-set text classification problem: given a sample of documents from a small, finite set of known candidate authors, the task is to determine for a document of unknown authorship, which author, if any, wrote the document in question [24, 52] . It has been commented, however, that this may be an unreasonably easy task [30] . A more demanding problem is author verification where, given a set of documents by a single author and a document of unknown authorship, the task is to determine if the document was written by that particular author or not [29] . This setting more accurately reflects real life in the experiences of professional forensic linguists, who are often called upon to answer this kind of question. Interestingly, every author identification problem with multiple candidate authors can be transformed to a set of author verification problems. Therefore, the ability to effectively deal with author verification is fundamental in author identification research.
Evaluation Setup The author identification task of our lab is set up as follows: given a small set (no more than 10, possibly as few as one) of "known" documents by a single person and an "unknown" document, the task is to determine whether the unknown document was written by the same person who wrote the known document set. The participants were given several problems of this form in three natural languages: English, Greek, and Spanish. One problem comprises a set of known documents by a single person and exactly one unknown document. The number of known documents per problem varies from 1 to 10. All documents within a single problem are in the same language, and best efforts were applied to assure that within-problem documents are matched for genre, register, theme, and date of writing. Moreover, the length of the documents varies from a few hundred to a few thousand words. The participants were asked to develop their software so that they can handle any set of such author verification problems in the specified languages. For each problem, they have to generate a binary answer ("yes", if the unknown document was written by that author or "no", if the unknown document was not written by that author). It was also possible to leave some problems unanswered. In addition, the participants could optionally produce a confidence score, namely a real number in the interval [0, 1] where 1 means that it is absolutely sure that the unknown document was written by that author and 0 means the opposite.
Evaluation Corpus The corpus we built for the author identification task covers three languages: English, Greek, and Spanish. For each language there is a set of problems, where one problem comprises a set of documents of known authorship by a single author and exactly one document of unknown authorship. All the documents within a problem are in the same language, placed in a separate folder, and the language information was encoded in the problem label (i.e., folder name). The training corpus comprised 10 problems in English, 20 problems in Greek and 5 problems in Spanish. The test corpus was more balanced across languages comprising 30 problems in English, 30 problems in Greek and 25 problems in Spanish. The English part of the corpus 6 consists of extracts from published textbooks on computer science and related disciplines. The Greek part of the corpus comprises newspaper articles published in the Greek weekly newspaper TO BHMA 7 from 1996 to 2012. The Spanish part of the corpus 8 consisted of excerpts from newspaper editorials and short fiction.
Performance Measures The participants of our lab were asked to provide a simple "yes/no" binary answer for each problem of the author identification task. Optionally, in case a software was not confident enough for to decide a problem, it could be left unanswered. To evaluate the output of a software, we used the following measures:
Recall = #correct_answers #problems Precision = #correct_answers #answers
Note that in case a participant's software provides answers all problems, these two measures are equal. The final ranking was computed by combining these measures via F 1 for the whole evaluation corpus comprising all three languages. That way, a method that can only deal with a certain language will be ranked very low. In addition, to evaluate the participants that also submitted a confidence score (a real number in the set [0, 1]) we used Receiver-Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves and the area under the curve (AUC) as a single measure. ROC curves provide a more detailed picture over the ability of the author verification methods to assign high confidence scores to their answers. For the calculation of ROC curves, any missing answers were assumed to be wrong answers. Again, softwares that can only handle documents of a certain language will produce low AUC scores. Finally, since we asked for software submissions so that the software is executed at our site, it is possible for the first time to compare the runtime of the different author verification methods.
In total, 18 participants submitted their software for this task. The final evaluation results and the ranking of the participants according to the overall F 1 score are depicted in Table 4 (left). Results for each of the three examined languages are provided as well. Moreover, 10 participants also submitted confidence scores together with their binary answers. This allowed us to compute ROC curves and the corresponding AUC values for those participants. The results of this evaluation are shown in Table 4 (right).
As concerns the features to represent the stylistic properties of texts, traditional solutions were followed including mainly character, lexical, and syntactic features. The latter require the use of language-specific NLP tools and considerably increase the runtime cost. The classification methods can be divided into intrinsic and extrinsic ones. Intrinsic methods make their decisions based solely on the set of known and unknown documents per problem. Conversely, extrinsic methods use external resources, such as additional documents of known authorship taken from the training corpus or downloaded from the web, and usually attempt to transform the one-class classification problem to a binary classification problem. The winning submission follows this approach and is based on the impostors method introduced in [27] . Ensemble classification models are very effective in both intrinsic and extrinsic approaches. Most participants attempt to tune the parameters of their systems separately for each language and sometimes they use external corpora in this procedure. Moreover, text length normalization seems to be a significant factor especially for producing a reliable confidence score for each provided answer.
Author Profiling
Author profiling is about predicting an author's demographics based on her writing. For example, profiling algorithms are used to determine an author's gender, age, native language, personality type, etc. Author profiling is a problem of growing importance in a variety of areas, such as forensic linguistics and marketing. From the former perspective, the ability to determine the linguistic profile of the author of a suspicious text solely by analyzing the text is useful for suspect verification. Similarly, from a marketing perspective, companies are interested to know what types of people like or dislike their products, based on the analysis of blogs and online product reviews. The starting point for our research is the seminal work of Argamon et al. [4] , who were the first to demonstrate a correlation of word usage and author demographics. Until now, however, research within computational linguistics [3] and social psychology [39] has mainly focused on English text. In our lab, we therefore focus on predicting an author's gender and age based on both English and Spanish text. Moreover, we put particular emphasis on the use of everyday language and analyze how it reflects basic social and personality processes by using text obtained from social media.
Evaluation Corpus To construct a large-scale evaluation corpus, we crawled public social media sites where user posts can be obtained along with labels that indicate author demographics such as gender and age. Table 5 shows the basic statistics of the compiled English and Spanish corpora. The corpora consist of files where each file contains at least one post and at most 1000 words of combined posts of an individual author. In case an author wrote posts amounting to more than that, more than one file for that author were generated. Authors with little data were kept in order to provide a realistic cross-section of authors within our evaluation framework. The age labels are divided into age groups, following the approach of Schler et al. [51] : 10s (ages 13-17), 20s (ages 23-27) and 30s (ages 33-47). Within each age group, the subcorpora are balanced by gender; however, the subcorpora between age groups were left unbalanced. In addition, we introduced a small number of posts from sexual predators as well as posts with a sexual topic obtained from conversations between adults [23] . The numbers in parentheses found in the table denote the number of such conversations in the respective parts of our corpus.
Evaluation Results In Table 6 , the prediction accuracies for gender, age groups, and the combination are shown. Accuracies compute as ratio of the number of correctly predicted authors and total number of authors. To obtain the total score, we compute the average of the accuracies. The overall best performing approach across both languages was provided by Lopez-Monroy et al. [33] , computed as averaged between both English and Spanish.
With regard to the used features among the different approaches Lopez-Monroy et al. [33] employ second-order representations based on relationships between documents and author profiles, whereas Meina et al. [34] exploit collocations. The latter do not seem to perform as good in Spanish as they do in English, or they are more difficult to be tuned. Almost all approaches rely on writing style features. Nevertheless, a wide variety of performances were obtained, showing that they may not be very easy to handle. Part-of-speech features were employed by five different approaches, including the two best performing ones for English [34] and Spanish [50] , whereas the remaining systems are ranked below the median rank. Readability features are also widely used: the approach of Gillam [16] uses them exclusively, which demonstrates the performance Table 6 . Author profiling results in terms of accuracy on English (left) and Spansih (right) texts. [34] 's approach, all developers that employ n-gram features are also ranked below the median rank. Using sentiment words [37] and emotion words [13, 14] does not seem to improve accuracy in the same way as using slang words [1, 11, 13, 14] ; however, these difference may be due to other features used by the same approaches. Finally we note that, with the exception of Lim et al. [32] and Meina et al. [34] , all approaches that employ some kind of preprocessing on the corpora perform worse.
English
Handling Large-Scale Software Submissions with TIRA
This is the second time our lab accepts software submissions; in total, 58 softwares were submitted for the three tasks combined. This is more than five times as much compared to last year, where eleven softwares were submitted for the aforementioned plagiarism text alignment task [17] . Building on these experiences, we continue the development of the TIRA experimentation platform which serves as a valuable toolbox for organizing and managing our evaluation process. 9 In what follows, we outline the challenges of software submissions, discuss the technological and organizational means to meet them and how they are currently implemented within TIRA. Moreover, we present an analysis of user errors that provides insights into open problems and gives directions for future development.
Challenges of Software Submissions, and our Solutions
In traditional evaluation labs, the lab organizers prepare and release a data set for a given task, withholding the ground truth data. Participants research and develop algorithms that solve the task and process the data at their site. Their algorithms' output (so-called runs) is submitted to the lab organizers who evaluate them against the ground truth. The only difference of our lab to the traditional process is that, instead of runs, we asked participants to submit their software in order for it to be run at our site and to be preserved in executable state for future evaluations. Accepting software submissions introduces a number of technical and organizational challenges, though. For each of these challenges, we devise tailored solutions:
1. Environment Diversity. With run submissions, participants are not limited with regard to their work environments (i.e., operating systems and programming languages). With software submission, lab organizers either need to restrict work environments or be prepared to execute arbitrary software. Our solution: virtualization; each participant gets full access to a virtual machine and deploys her software so that it can be executed via a pre-defined command.
2. Executing Untrusted Software. With software submissions, lab organizers are required to execute participant software at their site. The software often comes in the form of binaries instead of source code; in any case it is virtually impossible to ensure the trustworthiness of submitted software. Our solution: virtualization; virtual machines encapsulate submitted software.
3. Data Leakage. With software submissions, lab organizers may feed private data into the software. However, since the software is untrusted, this data may leak to the public via a number of channels that need to be monitored and secured by lab organizers.
Our solution: sandboxing; before executing software, virtual machines are disconnected from the network, copied, and restored to their previous state afterwards. 4 . Error Handling. With run submissions, participants debug their software directly. The only errors that may go unnoticed until after submission are errors in the run format specified by lab organizers. With software submissions, however, lab organizers may experience software errors because of insufficiently tested software or because of phenomena present in the test data that are absent from the training data.
Our solution: unit testing; in case of errors, participants are notified by mail.
5.
Responsibility. With software submissions, lab organizers assume partial responsibility for the successful evaluation of a participant's software. They must be vigilant about all kinds of errors that may invalidate the output of a submitted software. Our solution: staged submissions to encourage early bug fixing; TIRA's web front end organizes and visualizes the evaluation process.
6. Execution Cost. With run submissions, participants bear the costs of executing their software, since they have to bring their own hardware. With software submissions, lab organizers need to provide sufficient hardware or raise participation fees (e.g., for commercial cloud platforms). Raising fees, however, will hardly be accepted since participants typically already own perfectly suitable hardware. Our solution: we provide four servers, each hosting up to 20 virtual machines.
The next sub-section details our solutions.
TIRA's Evaluation Toolbox
The goal of TIRA is to automate the evaluation of information retrieval experiments [17, 19] . TIRA's main capability is to integrate an experiment software into a web service and to remote control its execution. It provides a web interface to do so with the click of a button and collects and indexes results and errors for later retrieval (e.g., to construct a leaderboard or to forward error messages to the participants). Building on this basic functionality, we address items 1 to 3 as well as parts of 4 and 5 of the above list of software submission challenges by integrating virtualization, sandboxed execution, unit testing, and staged submissions. Arbitrary execution environments as well as executing untrusted software can be safely accomplished by virtualization. Upon registration, every participant is given access to a virtual machine running at our site. Access is provided via secure shell as well as virtual network computing (i.e., remote desktop), and administrative rights are provided. This way, participants are able to set themselves up, whereas our only restriction is that their software is executable from the command line and that it has parameters for an input and output directory. To allow for a variety of environments and programming languages, two operating systems are provided, namely Microsoft Windows 7 Enterprise, and Ubuntu Linux 12.04 LTS. Although offering other operating systems would not have been a problem, none were requested.
Although misuse is unexpected, participants still have full administrative control of their virtual machines, so that it is important to take every precaution to prevent confidential data from leaking. For example, running participant software on confidential data may cause it to remain present in the virtual machine after the run is complete (e.g., within temporary files, outputs, logs, or intentionally hidden copies). Moreover, software running on the virtual machine may attempt to send copies of the data via network to an external host. To prevent such leaks, before running a software, it is moved into a so-called sandbox: (1) a snapshot of the current state of a virtual machine is taken, (2) all connections to external networks are cut, (3) the confidential test data is mounted into the virtual machine, (4) the software is run on the confidential data, (5) the output of the software is copied out of the virtual machine, and finally, (6) the virtual machine's state is reverted to that of its snapshot and all network connections are restored.
After the deployment of a software onto a virtual machine and after the participant confirms her submission, the virtual machine is moved into the sandbox. Before running the software on test data, we perform a small-scale unit test to ensure the software successfully executes. Then we run it on public data that is also accessible to participants for development purposes. The performances of this run are provided to participants so they can verify that their software behaved as expected during evaluation. Finally, the software is run on the test data and its output is checked for errors. After that, the virtual machine is moved out of the sandbox. In case of errors, participants are notified by mail and invited to re-submit a fixed version of their software. API (Misuse), 6 6 Code (Runtime / Resource Exception) 27 19 8 Parameter (Disregarded, Missing) 12 7 5 StdOut (Progress, Verbosity, Prompt) Figure 1 . Taxonomy of 118 problems that occurred during our lab along with technical solutions that identify them automatically. The numbers indicate the amount of errors within each category.
Finally, from an organizational point of view, we found that staged submissions and engaging participants early to submit their software prototypes allows for early error correction and for getting an estimate of the final number of participants. To incentivize early software submissions, we offered an early bird submission deadline and the opportunity to get a pre-evaluation on a portion of the test data used for the final evaluation; 18 of the 46 participating teams took the opportunity to pre-evaluate their software.
Analysis of User Errors
Our current approach to error handling (item 4 of the above list) is based on a basic unit test that executes a submitted software on a very small sample of the evaluation corpus in order to learn whether it runs through. After that, the entire evaluation corpus is fed into the software. In case of errors, participants are notified by mail. In total, 1493 mails were exchanged within 392 conversations, discussing 118 errors. The number of teams experiencing at least one error is 39 from a total of 46, whereas 26 teams experienced at least two errors and one unlucky team 10. The identification of errors and the subsequent discussions induced a significant amount of manual workload. Sometimes, more than one round-trip was necessary to resolve an error. We analyzed the mails to get a better idea of what kinds of errors occurred and how they can be prevented in the future; Figure 1 organizes the errors into a taxonomy.
In general, input and output errors can be observed in traditional run submissions labs as well, whereas execution errors and virtual machine errors are exclusive to software submission labs. While the former can be easily identified or prevented by providing format validation and simplifying corpus organization, the latter require more intricate solutions or cannot be identified automatically at all. However, since half of all errors are execution errors, the work overhead for lab organizers to have them fixed can be minimized by allowing participants to perform execution tests themselves, for example, using TIRA's web front end. This way, turnaround times are minimized and no mails need be exchanged.
Evaluating Submitted Softwares Across Years
One of the primary goals of doing software submissions in a lab is to make reevaluations of the submitted softwares on different data sets possible. Since we are doing software submissions for the second time, this forms an excellent opportunity to demonstrate this possibility by cross-evaluating software from our previous lab on the current evaluation corpora and vice versa. This way, participating in one of our labs corresponds to participating in all of them past, present, and future. Moreover, if a participant submits versions of his software in different years, this will allow to track performance improvements. We evaluated the text alignment softwares submitted to the plagiarism detection task of last year as well as those submitted this year in this way and obtained combined rankings of both years. Discussing the results here is out of scope of this section, however, they can be found in [47] .
Conclusion and Outlook
In conclusion, the creation of standardized evaluation resources for the digital text forensics tasks plagiarism detection, author identification, and author profiling forms the basis for renewed progress to solve these problems. In this regard, our annual lab has made significant headway. With the introduction of software submissions, we hope to go even further by compiling a repository of state-of-the-art implementations of algorithms for these tasks. The research community will benefit from conducting comparative experiments against their own algorithms as well as validating new evaluation corpora by feeding them into existing softwares. More generally, we hope our lab sets a new example of how to accomplish software submissions at large, and that the TIRA experimentation platform and the tools developed for it will be adopted by other researchers. Our future research into evaluation methodology is directed at making software submissions as simple as run submissions, and to further automate the organization of evaluation labs.
